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ABSTRACT
Linguistics can contribute to language education by

making teachers empirically aware of the complexity of language,
methodologically attuned to improved teaching techniques, and
theoretically informed about the. general nature of language. Past
education projects which have been affected by the application of
linguistic principles are Breakthrough to Literacy, which involved
the recognition of linguistic competence, and Literary Stylistics,
which employed linguistics for understanding literary effects. The
potential contribution of linguistics to language education is high.
However, there are difficulties of implementation which must be
overcome. The primary difficulty in the use of linguistics is the
amount of formalism the subject contains, prohibiting its application
to classroom teaching. Thus, what teachers need is not linguistics,
but functional "language awareness" as employed in the Language in
Use Project. However, "language awareness" must be based on
"linguistic awareness," which involves establishing training criteria
for teachers that will close the gap between formalism and
functionalism. (LG)
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past 5 year,, largely thanks to the interest: of the DES Insp,:t.
I have ::,een able to give many lectures to groups of teachers, tr

.1 to the sixth-form, variously entitled 'Linguistics and the teoehef',
.! the teacher', and the like. 'The teacher' here is t.sually the tcachr

loss often of modern language, rarely of science or religious c:.1.:et
neets, regrettably, of PT. (The link between language development rr! s'

iftk1 of pody movement potential - what I suppose would he called 'eat-.
1T1 Ch neglected ;:cientific field of studyi)

lectures 'Language and the teacher' and 'Linguistics and the Leach,-,r'
er.,t le by no means the same. The second presupposes the first. A talk .)11

ci:Awince the teacher of the imp;,rtance of language as a Medti"..3 01 e
%.,:dIum of education; to demonstrate something of the range of lalt(1%,-

%.:1:ia,t..)n and function in a communit?, of the power and resources and llr
Iatl.ltw, and ni the complexity of language as on acguired structure. A '

1H-:.1..ticr, takes most f this for frantel, and sulgels 1..: our kno,,:leA1,-.
,7011 0k," 511.:41(11'110(1 (MA .T1t*Ctehel.1 1Ny 01 t,,7":"tli 1,1

fre:o linguistic... lie aim is primArP,y t'r) nriwi
(,f langeage'r structure and function out into the open: to provide a prin!pl.

awaren2s of the phenomenon, one which is capable of formnl-oii::n
def;nition in psec i se terms, so that it can,be used as a moans of facilitt:t

between people of similar preoccupations, and also as a 11',?1.:!,

de7-loping a consistency and coherence in our views and studies of langLic;,.
riel example c these aims would be stylistics, where it is generally
the provision of a linguistic basis can in principle provide an

critical opinions, a means of improving our chances offcachina
cempreher-.Lble onci comprehensive apparatus for the analysis of f..extni

is which particular descriptive apparatus is the most illuminatini, t.
whetber linguistic stylistics can be expected to produce semantic insignII:

Five years ago, then, most of my talks were on language: those days they
on lin,quistics. From the point of view of the linguist:, at any rate, mici
ha.: been made. LanauageIlensitisation, as a teacher-training poke:`,
have l ecome a fact, and a fashionable one. Thanks to in-service cour:-.cs,
r,Inge of introductory books on language in education, and a couple of
cr-C,roversial theories (first Chomky's, and thcn Bernr.:tein/hahov's),
....en.:itivity has become the norm. What still remains is the larger t,it:k,
awareness scientific: yto instil', as ERA:, put it, 'a sense of rational
rela.:ion to language'.'

The motivation which makes teachers begin loeking at introductory te<t!,,,,
sociolinguistics, etc, seems to come from 2 sources, on's

The negeLive motivation is usually disraLisfac`Lion
realization that traditional descriptions, t;.eories, and method:,

are inadeate. as a means of coping wj.th prohlems of iaivjuaee enrichmmt.
a point to require illusrz-tien ;)o.sitive

te recognition of a particular linguistic- insight, which prompf:::. a

....row.11.....11.11.ii

1 t

Cf R Steiner, EURifMMY AS VISIBLE SPEECH (New York & London: AnthroposopL;e

DUOMIbbiOn to tne Ceamietee ci inquiry into Reading and the Use of Engl'nn,
January 1973, p.3.



coree,d,:aateen of the s...;ct a whole. In this respect, the cortriutians of
linguist:lea can be summarised under 3 general headings: empirical, methodologiczl,

: . 7..

In mT,n-...&-is

pron-.nia,. :on 'And grammar, and in oictionariea, and related to historical, social
and psychological v.:iriai7les (the latter covering such data as information aout
acceetaeLlity, a:e.:itudea to uzae, and so on). 1 find that on the whole teachers
underestimate the complexity of lanquaae structure and function, and are

could

- . ...

ci'e tr.ne phenomens-h of Intona4Lien a

1; ...ho serelevane t.og hi

tLe r o!" re9din-r !7.

.. fe.7:7. iaz.,.s irovi.ie much of' the impact the

in7eaeJteiteea, eh-ere:ea= -the s-tructUraZ stuaiea
of J7-,manic felanshis, which are slowly !:Ifluencing current pracices in -

re 2 7:77

. .7 7 ..

1. :7 _7: re:11.1.. 1):

But s.Y_nse, t;:,: old poinL t_ba:. in sen-e there are no ouch to hi as
pure linaaiatic 'fa=a': facts change depend!nq on the way we observe them, and
*71

are --raiiLlonal ,-feroL:p-e: of analysis ani de:-cription, and Cho contribution of
:.:to I t. 0.-LCrItiOn to the limitations Di our traditional tech-

anj For instance, oli.introductory Lexl_hgeks d:
the weakneesea of the p.117(1.; of speech model of analysis for grammar, for instan.7

and Ito! sat altereatieen: and .there is the '-raditional confqoicn
that should he kept apart (such as tim:. and tense, gender and sex, ett - a them.-.
emphus i.mcd 1:v Palmer, The issue, of course, is more fundamenal Lhan
descriptive argumnts involved. The important point, in the first instance, is not,
for example, whether Englieh Las a future tense or riot, but that there is a question
here which ought to be asked. The dangers of methodological complacency, the fns=..
tortions of outdated models, the restrictiveness of rigid parsing techniques, and
so on, are matters which the linJjuist can readily point out through examples of this
kind, as he can the desiderata implicit in a linguistic approach - the need for a
precise terminolngy,'a 'powerful notation, a well-developed model, a systematic pro-
cedure. . In particular, the linguist's concern for methodologicala,areness emerges
most clearly in his awa.renes of the possibility OF alternative analyses, and the --

need to specify criteria in order to justify particular solutions - for instance, in
developing a system of word-classification. I shall return to this point below.

ea.

By a theoretical contribution, I am referring, in the first instance, to the
reasoning which has led to the establishment of general explanatory principles
about the nature of language - fundamental principle.; which seem to underlie all
linguistic theories and models. Some such principles would 1-56:f the
between form and meaeing,description and prescription, langue.and parole, and
paradigmatic and syntagmatic; the notions of language system, language varie.a.i.
and linguia,-ic level; the 'ith. laejutae change, an the
of lanc.luaee ecauiaition. Each a; these princip2es is important, not onle in it:al:
.but also because it has direct implications for any pragmatic or pedagogical vieea
about language, eg.explaining attitudes to correctness, or analyzing problems of
comprehension. Within each of these headings, more specific principles can be

Sue R Quirk, u.. al, Longman, 1)7L.

2
This notion of stereotype and reality is explored in relation to conversation in
D Crystal, 'The nature of advanced conversation: stereotype and reality in
linguistics and language teaching', in GAL Proceedings, 1272.-

3 . .

F R Palmer, C7,RAM:-:AR. (Penguin,



depeadinj en oar choice of linguistic model, eg the postulate of a
af lesYel!,7, or the generative conception of deep vs. serface

ar :fe! eelan a: ela'seeated vs. restricted codes. The process could continue
!a-er-e- ree--er; ,11. T tha+-

lieauiStice can :7_1!,:e eneoreelcal levee .

deveLop a general 'state of mind' about language based upon these maximally grnarel

aseumpeiens, the aim being to remove misconceptions about language which distott
ani : :hich in the various applied spheres could be harmful to progress.

e. aihe ee
La- .e..ze :on el that there is no system in Enolish aailing, or ti-lat a chill
ui Lnvironment will be language-delayed. .Once again, the 1110,1.1.:

not -nerlesr,-arily- to- provide anananaer-:--i-t is to -make ;.,

in an issue. in the example just given, the discussion might take the
1:. form. The conventional reasoning in favour of a language-delay is

is in orgin: a child exposed to more than one language will 1,e
eee7:ea ir.hara will he 'A.idereal interference; anc!

: and 1)::)rer, arcordinqly. Against thiF, it

urguments: that it i5 impossible Le generalise wiLhouL u
of io meant by 'bilingualism', caaeo where the child is exees

the langaaeea in e-lual proportions bi=ting extremely rare; that the 2 langnaaee ne
to a::,Jciate.1 with distinct social roles, so that as long as the social aeie_.]:.,
remaina clear, the languages remain unconfused; that we should not undereatimate the
ehle'- - p-r"-icularly when we nc4--. thr,

present in all of us, and the fact that the majority of the'world's children ace.
reared in a multilingual environment; and lastly the speculation. that ii Lhet fie

any kind of inn:At gin-;uistic ability, the availability of more than one langee
it to 'practise on' might produce children whose language developed more rapidly than
the reverse:, All of this is hypothetical, in the absence of much detailed r=tn::,
the existence of an Issue is indisputable, and once it has been pointed. out and din -
cussed, a deeper understanding of the problem is generally recognised., .

Examples of specific principles originating in linguistics which have influenced or
directed applied projects are not_hard to find. TwO must suffice. First there is
the basic principle seen .in BREAKTHROUGH TO LITERACY that the linguistic complaxity of
reading materials sholild be firmly based upon the spoken. competence of the child, at
whaLever level. The principle may seem self-evident, but it is well-knOwn'that it
was flouted widely and seriously in the pa:A.:- A. syntactic analysis of.the sentence
patterns in the first.heeks of, say, JANET AND JOHN or the LADYBIRD series, shows
that. there is little consistency, and that many of the patterns used are either very
much ahead of a 5-year old, or simply not English at all. Sentence lenejth varying

from 1 to 14 words; frequency of'relatively uncommon usages, such as the present
tense; sentences such as 'What have You, John?' and 'One little, two little, three
little kittens''; and so on. The linguistic idea behind the sentence-maker is that:

1
Of course, with appropriate intonation, this last example could be made accepeai:le;
but it is rarely presented to the child in such a way (eg in a sing-song, rhythmic
way), and in reading back I. have never heard anything other than the usual
one-Aord/onc-tone-unit production on the E:art of the Children. I Cfto
in order to bf-in:i out the point that the whole question of the relational:le e.

intonation and-punctuatien, between pauses and the lay-out of the material an !Ale
page, and the significance attached to prosodic features (albeit unconsciously) by
teachers in evaluziting.success in reading (aloud) needs to be investigated. The
ealy T 2,--1 Irt. 7 rr!

:,:,: i (.; k.3re,:ory.

3.



' T!.t7r:- : : :j Z." C ,

the f.......illation aeaain4 as a aelrate skill - ara,ara'a,.
.ate, -aa,aaa, Anc m:re ganara'.

pc0nt m-ala - a!'a

-aaa_iaaaLnL: ar _alLa:,,Aain..g al: linjula:aid ,iemanis. it is or course
this paint which has motivated the recent emphasis on language in education by
Barnes, Britton, Creber, the Rosens, and others.

A second example of a specific linauistic contribution is in liferara
In iaLav_aaing d motal,inguafie Yor gi-cuasion

Fr !-ay, sa"!.-! :*:

I. 1 :1 1 I. at" literary- rat: ec"...:s. :1'.

-Lt 7a:avaa: (acaa:. by R
'every EnalLa. poet should maator the rulaa e ,arawmar :.-efore he attempts. to b(2nd or
break ,:ha T' app-,.ioa a fortiori critics a:a! atyliaciciana, anxioua to ex.:JIi4ta
the auah-1.-7 choices and our rosponsea. Ya:ahaaf the diaauaalan Las ; :ern of the

aaa:aa: laaviaaa' auructure aro
.aaa .ne - in th.:a: 7.;::0, 'a N 97,11 - in

temp .

non-11L cf G N Laaah, A T:IDF] 2C :OETRY. 20);
and tha ca:n-a:ars a: norm and devira_lion h.a aanraa in

ia ar.pmana variaLa, litaa-a-ara Lamimetic )t all
asp' cta at human experiance, this argue.,_..,. Lug:_ :, thisthis :fllat include our lingaia-
tic ao a: o r nett-1!_nallaaia a. laoalLably linaa

drlaThg on the whole range af language'a rasaureaa in his work. The pc,rcap-
Lien af an y afiect due to the juxtaposition af :eatures belonging to
differant varieties is obviously depnrc:arY_ , Tna': r.a.ajr.ition of the faturacs.aa
such. There is no irony in the opening iaita Ja;ca'a ULYSSES without an a.aarc,n:s
of the force and function of the relilieua ;hraza:ala:.: invalaed. In this sense,
literary atylisLics is dependent on -ineral styli-tica, and while this is not tc. say
anything about how this dependence might be recojnised in he construction of courses'.
it is :.7o say that the factor must be borne in mind througut. the process of consLrua-
tion-..

The potential contribution of linguistics is thus extramoly l:la; and one would
perhaps have.expected to see more progress. 1.n,; made than in fact has merged. Bat:
the number of major pedagogically-orientated linguistic projects is small,. and
relatively few materials across the field of mother-tongue teaching have appeared.

. Why has this been so: The reasons, one supposes, ar.e partly practical, partly
-principle. For instance, it is a fact that for many years motta linguists interated
in.appAa,ing their subject went in the direction of foreign language teaching, and_

until recently there was little research money available for mother-tongue. teaching_
projects. There has also been considerable duplication-of effort - ..projects jn
mother-tOngue teaching, speech therapy, or speech and drama being begun without an
awareness of the literature in foreign-language teaching, for instance. More i7 ;or-
tant, there have been 2 kinds of misunderstanding about the contribution of
linguistics. The first is from people whO have nothing about the subjcr:.,
who feel on a priori grounds that here is a method which can either-be of no valua.
whatsoever (eg 'How can you scientifically analyse literature?') OR he a panacea
for alltraJitic!nl ina-_!civacieS (Lulk a!,i,roach' or the
'structural approach' again, replic6.!:Lni la:; in English
teaching). The second misunderstanding was on the part of people who had tried to
read in the subject Without guidance and wrio tried to apply it prematurely or
without due consideration (eg getting sixth- formers to write generative grammars
without asl:Inl Tilre has 1.',77?.,n

1
The pragmatic point about gehena6ive grammar has recently been made by C J Fillmare,
'A ORAI.11:ARIAN LOOKS AT SOCIOLINGUISTICS', inGEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY ROUND TABLE ON
LINGUISTICS AND LANGUAGE TEACHING',:1972:.276 'There is no way ... of talking ahoilt
grammaticality or well-fotmedness without getting in many ways involved in th.-.
details of social interaction by means of language', and cf. further, ff.



is f.-Drm,11 r.°`ation 4r.:- -r-inr.7.* in rrin"-:r.

to - tartly because of the time it would take to master the apnroaoh.
t :- ! o :7:1' '

. . onneocssa:y :pr the, solnrio,r. st iodac7,dirral :

:arc! :hr risunderstanding is obvious, and of course had already been ant: 1-
pat Choms.-:y for generative grammar, who denied the pedagogical relevanre of
his

hao., :eon Ih it 1

- Thrlely reflecting their uncertainty as to whether their diociplino
priarrly on tneoreticaI-linos, or 4netner o.uest:onn or sociai a:'..:

r.-rnsibility ought to dictate a more nlied direction for their
(in ..:.is ro:o! st redecting current discussion as to the purpose of university eOroca-
tit,T:1 :rhaniing character oi students' intereSt:-., and so on). But certain point::

emphasised, in any discussion of the relationship between linqui:tics
: n: Instance, that the ,nlect ouoht not to he ilen.t.ifiroi wirh t'

ac of its models , and that ono has to he extremely r-7.1ertiv- :n
O.o oob:ect.'s findings. It is still nece.o.oiry to say clearly that some

,ire MJ!-O. aplicable than othlo:, oome model.; of lin:u!ot
immodiately and usorUlly Ip::11:11.e than et hers, and O on

lctLLJrk hi:fe rtiretring Lc, capAollity or d linguistic notion to
gonrral.:: ul pe,d-a:;ogical hypthescs, el the notion of language variety as a

h: :.A7=.1E IN USE pro 7'1. It to le
thit the su :,oct h.is seritis self-imposed or hi:--toric:Illy explicable limitation:;,
ani ir i. i.,:ontant lor everyone to be aware ot thio, linguist a:; well ao teachor.
F.)r lin-;nistics is strongly biased towarin the study or languoge product]
and not ooPrprrhonsion (traditionally the province ofthepSychol:,gist) - thus we
fin! .son. Herc,'::le recent discussion on 'oracy' but next to nothing on the equally
acr;ve i-rocenz of 'auracy'. As long as thesr limitaLions are recogni7ed, there is
no iroblem. The danger comes with the familiar discrepancy between tice! prooloms
the :71.isroom and the problems which the linguist is used to dealing with - the
danger Is that the linguist overreaches himself, applying techniques in places
where they should never have been allowed to go, providing pseudo-solutions to
pscu:io-prOblms, and possibly using up a great deal of public money in the process.
Thet.e ate charges which linguists have to walk a tightrope between: 'stating the
obvious' and 'being irrelevant'. It may seem trite, but the only way in which this
can :e done is Ly- being scrupulously self-critical, of oneself as well as one's
sublect -- an attitude which I personally find comes most readily by placing one's
sui-..'rct in the perspective of current thinking in the philosophy of Science. Ior-r

example, much of the bitterness which accompanied the sterotyped.opposition betwoen
stylistics and literary criticism might have been avoided, one could aryl°, if the
intuoe element which underlies all linguistic stylistic enquiry (eg in the
initial selection of texts for study, in the assessment of stylistic significance
or similarity) had been recognised - a point which can be made 'about scientific
enquiry as a whole.'

.r.-

I make these points in order to give some recognition to the fact that ther arc

con.oiderahle difficulties in implementing the claimed contribution el '

odus:Ation,L1 studios - difiiculties.oe the limn oc d'.' :1:
tho ifierino experience of the investigators, an so nn.' But the-:e arc_ all

colties which, as our experience of the situation improves, should diappar.
I want to do now is look at a difficulty which will not disappear, unless we
consciously dispense with it, because IL is felt to be a question of principle

io is made, or instance, by P b Medawar, riiE AR2 OF SoLU6LE (PengLlin,
the stylistic issue is raised in D Crystal', 'Obiective and subjec*iv..rt in
stylistcs', in B Kachru and .H Stahlke (editors), CURRENT TREt:DS IN STYLISTICS
(Edmonton:. Linguistic Research Inc).



I-. :. saletice. as an academic discipline, and language teaching. This is the
vies: "ea de net need linguistics something which is referri to as

(or some similar phrase). The aethlrs of the
at 4,L , is u,'":11:

seeeern the specialist in Linguistics, the explicit,'formal and
analytical description of the patterns -of a language, immediately relevant to his
needs' (P Doughty, J Pearce and G Thornton, LANGUAGE IN USE, 1971, p 11)4 Cr again,
in the first instance the teacher's job is 'not to impart a body of knowledge, but
to work upon, develop, refine and clarify the knowledge and intuitions that his
pupils eeesess', and fe study languce funct.L3n,:411Li oraymaticallya_!thee
means rTwl,.ihsindividuaI-human beings relate themselves to the world, to each other,

e=unity 3f which theyare members' (p 11). In a more recent publica-
tion, the ai..proach is developed into a philosophy of 'Language Study' (P Doughty and
G Thornton, LANUAGE STUDY, THE TEACHER AND THE LEARNER, 1973: 47, ff). . What are
the imelications of these statements: On the face of it, they add up to a radical
statement ot disassociation. I think it is worth our looking at this point in some

1-rplictions go well beyond the Language in Use project as suh,.and
raise o-:u.,,.11y applicable to any educational project which desires a linguistic
orient:esiee. I shall however restrict my illustration to Language in Use in the
first as I have worked with the materials of this course at some length,
and find T_nat a groat deal of value can be learned by looking carefully (and I hope
censtructigely) its limitations. It should go without saying that I. would not be
doing this if I :lid not think this course to he an important contribution to the
field of edifea!erel

To'begin with, it is worth pointing out that the view of linguistics found in the
above quotatic!nz- very much a stereotype: it is a conception of linguistics as
a descriptive study, providing a detailed account of a language's structural proper
ties, and so on. But this conception of linguistics is not fair to the subject AS IT
IS TAUGHT in universities in this country. The academic subject deals with both the
formal study and the social, psychological,,andother implications. To treat lin-
guistics as if were an academic subject somehow separate from language in some
social sense is to raise a straw man. Language in Use is as much an exercise in
linguistics (of one kind) as phonetics practicals are. The aims are similar, the
presuppositions are similar - even some of the techniques are the same (eg some.of
the substitution exercises). Let us then be clear that we are talking about one
kind of linguistics, when we are examining the orientation of Language in Use - at.
least this way we shall avoid having to talk about teachers 'languaging' pupils,
and the like: My point is more or less recogniSed in Doughty and Thornton, where
a distinction is drawn between a 'narrow' and a 'broad' view of Linguistics: the

.formersOks Linguistics 'as a discipline which is concerned exclusively with the
organization of the sound patterns of natural languages, and their relationship to
the corresponding organization of the internal pattern of those languages, phono-
logical,.grammatical and lexical' (49); the broad view-sees LinguisticS as part of
the study of human behaviour - Firth is quoted, the aim being 'to make statements
of meaning so that we can'see how we use language to live' (51). It is precisely a
broad view of Linguistics which I am insisting on. What I fail to see is the dis-
tinction between this and 'Language Study', in their sense - though perhapsthis is
net surprising, as.it depends upon a highly abstract and ill-defined gotiorof
'agency' vs. 'process' (see pp 51-2). But there are more important reasons for my
attitude than this essentially terminological point.

The distinction between linguistics and language study is a good example of a
pseudo-opposition, for the simple reason that the latter is dependent upon the
former _in certain crucial r::-.1-:::".S; the

drzfin : . _ . . . _ :p-.!v,7: -

the 'narrsw' vicw - it is possible to argue that this CANNOT be left out of the
teacher's consideration, and that Ming to do so causes more problems than it
solves. Language in Use claims that its aim is 'to provide ah arproach to the
study of our..Own language that neither demands of the teaches specialised knowledge



S t.t ei T411.11 miA:,.%ory of anelytical proceieres

...ae tecenicel teLse:' (7). This is defensible, for the pupil; but sc:.e.

- i..l fsr the eeacher, and indeed it is unavoidable. In the

interests of consistency, coherence, and comparability, one needs some specialised
ieee sees. With....e inie:ee:eien, he will it

h:z An: 7.:C;: frsetration felt by many teachers over the new
emphasis in language study, I believe, is due to the 'fact that they fully see the
point of the exercise, but having been led a little way along the road they are then
left without any transporteeor getting to their destination, and moreover told that
not only is transport not available, but that they should not even be thinking of

e wori:dcr m.nrly 'zacTZ-:

to

Thc 71 the m.:1ttr th,lt it is of course impossible to do without theoretical
or descriptive terms in even the mast casual analysis of language; and the argument
continuos that in that case they might as well be introduced systematically acid

pre7.1.1y. Lanivage in Use itself inevitably uses large numbers of such
tseez:- - e, --ee eentonce, grammatical claes, active voice

o: c%)rze their senses may be very different

(pg heilidayan concept. of ftransitivity';. . And unless the teacher understands
the baeie e.: terminology, ho:: can he carry out even the mo :;t

elementary e::erciee leeslein7 if with conf:dence: Fbr instance, a number of the
units tell cilia pupil: to ge aria look for other examples of the same kind of linguistic
phenomena as the one being discuseed. But how do you-decide about what is same and
what 1.1 That :e the ..or: of the whole history of Linguistics, as
Bernard Bloch said. And even within the units themselves, when the teacher is told
to discuss how texts differ in syntaX, or to work out some rules from a few sample
sentences, what is this but explicit linguistic analysis? I frankly doubt whether
many teachers could do this well without training. Either they would simply Ampose
old-fashisnei analysis en the sentences, which would rather miss the point of the
exercise; or they would mins ecme- uf the differences between sentence structure;
or they would set up oversimplified rule :.which would have to be quickly altered as
new sentences were brought in by the pupils. The alternative, to print a typical
set of sentences (which can ,he guaranteed to be analysed safely and regularly)
would develop into the.unthinking orthodoxy and inflycibility. which it is the aim
of the course to avoid. Tho only solution, it seemsto me, is to learn enough
linguistics to be able to anticipate and thus control these problems - but the time
and practice it takes to develop the spontaneous awareness of linguistic identity,
similarity and types of divergence is considerable. Language in.Use is wrong to

minimise this problem. Language in Use -in effect takes teachers so far and then

says 'Carry on': but one cannot, without sr sialist training, and the amount of

this must not be underestimated.

Let us look at this from a different angle. Language in Use provides many excellent
ways of starting off a discussion,.but it leaves the control of,the ongoing dis-
cussion very much in the hands of the teacher - and this can lead to problems,
without assistance. The teacher must know when to STOP the discussion, having begun
it - when to let it continue would involve the pupils in too complex issues: and

this means he must be able to see thorny issues in advance, to see the possibilities
in a line of argument, and no on. .

Three examples will illustrate this - one froM
phonetics, one from semantics, eni one from syntax. In phonetics, if accents are
being discussed, and the di:-forence between north and south emerges over the
/a/, as in.BATH, the point will quickly be made that north uses short /a/ whereas
south uses long /a/. But this is only partly true, as words like /hat/ indicate.
The apparent exceptions can throw a teacher who does not expect them. Here, then,

wi? a,] A the pr,7::.1.,71 for in 1!::

torlf_:enziez. 1.; .a i.J;;ue.

. any of the questions Language in Use raises do not have clear-cut answers, and the



: it-,,,re2. :21 nst
in.7ance, :n fti with contrasts in intenation, voice-7uality, otc, it Is impJr-

..,

:I, :sr s -!.s.no a' en:t point, it is

that the responses that will be obtained will i.e largely in agreement; but a
teacher wil1 be very lucky if this-is so. Like,sise, reactions to accent-inter!reta-
tionswill be extremely various, and some will je bound tc be wrong. But will the
teacher recognise differenses in accents when Je hears them, without some ear-_

r-tr.' '.:o,c7her -

aozopt r 1 _in' inGzi y

of English ine.:itanly involves the imparting of some body ol knowledge. I call this
doing

. -. . .- . !.. b rf lin
; . 7_).. : .1.:

in the ',cry, thrhu-th then
:. ;1;1. 7. .7 7.: . 7 77.: 71' :. ; .,_ 17

'7- 7!' tly *.`

ltn .:!11....71 .;,) .`7 ?;. 1.n thib 1Ln_tr.. inbtanh,., it the bpbo.7,ition
11.1nid/b,01.:(: '!,..n what. And in .b...,ntax. the

-,a1 ; .;

or 'L.; AST.EF,P n .-t:- enly i74-` .:1:1`.,Wel(7.1 it tht., t.oacit, r given come awarr-
ne.!r_-,s ho.: p-n-7.-_s come to be lirb.t. place - the

or ...;truct.ttral ins involves some Etraight
knc)wl.cd..-_;e; obtain,....-A,the flexibility it gives the teacher is or:or:lie.

r77,b ceo to he then tolerate di feror:.e.7,
users, we can devc.p..ep own concepts, confidont. that we are not being hclf-
cOntradict,-)ri. an-i nn. The c;.-,ntributipn, once again.

In short, while Laneuagein Use requires its pupils to make a largely ostensive
analysis of langua.e, accumulating inventories of features in texts they have
collected for Lhemselves, the teacher's job goes far beyond thin, as he must be able
to help them to geeralise, to go beyond their texts, to get them thinking abstractly
about what they ad:Cdoing and what they can do. If the main aim of the exercise is
to develop their csmmand, or competence, then it must: be made clear that this will
never happen as leng.asthe pupils are restricted to exercises of the inventory type.
Pointing out causes,o%;!..,paricular functional effects is not deteloping competence;
competence. implies ereatiiVity, and to get this an awareness of the formal power of
language is -prerequisite, Instead of questions of the type 'What features were
used in the text to obtain such-and-such an effect?', we need 'What OTHER features
could have been used?' -betting pupils to answer this last question is far more
difficult, anTrequirri-es'h assumptions and techniques, which only linguistics
can provide.

I have argued that the development of mother-tongue competence, as a pedagogical
strategy, caa, only succeed if language-awareness.is underpinned on the part
teacher by .1.1.n:uisticr..2ncs::;.- t!,L; reasoning is

to far more th-in 1;:!nT.:a--:e in Use. The ;pr-rich anl others

requires this-underpinning. Their approach takes a general 1 inguistic-education4-
socialtypothesis, and accumulates large samples of data as illustrative of the
nature of the problem and of the ways available for attacking it. The authors'
zelv: ' : : , : : ' . ; lb

7' .* ::; '; 7 .7 7.1 ! ,
book (L Stratta, J Dixon and A Wilkinson, PATTERNZ OF LAW3UAGE, 197.31. 140), the
teacher is advised, rightly, not just to be aware and empirical, but to study
language more systematically. But they then say, '....therelationship oi language
with learning should be art essential study. What this study might consist of is,

s.itiLx-ALA1211;a14,4214711iiski
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a matter fcr ,:obate. but we su.71.:,st that perhaps a desirable

. . .

call e,:::cv.;.iD:11 ITheir outline whicn follow.;

.
'

techer wir. surely hi.:! left worrierinl how the required ,7ystematicity is tc be

- -

but even the latter, who is the most explicit al-7u1 techniques, in a long way
the kin:i of linquistic perspective dis'7ussed above.

I am wholly in favour of a functionalist perspective for linguistic studies, and I fnd

ret'er,sn-e fe rrsnlu7um '-he

:.!..ir.:f2r. is to 3.-3 to ext.-..rcm-ez, as a runctionalist account o1 lanivauc

fror- iu:t ac This, then. 1:;

needs_t...*folcu,3sed in the near future. Without some grounding in linguistic prin-
ciples and prec,dures, the aims of the whole educational exercise in language wori
are unlikely to 're achieved. The gap hasgot: to he bridged, and it ran only be-, in

Tr: ry

r.tf.:r.1 at, Th
Could one work out t.ne specie is demanUs tir3t, and then, as it were, write a grammar

to It r_. ; . r ri. l t rt. As it .7t.arvi.::. at t.hr oven if a Leach,_r.

,
1. F'' f.c) he can assess hi r

or compare them':,::t.h.o.hers. Two teacher.; tray difler raaically about the newlu'Ina

linguitio abilities of d child. In eth,.sr wards, atfontion now needs to be pail to
eLt:. lili. ,..:ahhot he ay..41,.,1.

a final exampl.:,, in the Project on Writing Across the curridulum., there are many
example's of children showing improvement after. the- recommended approach ha :: been

used Phu guesti,,n are why some children did not impr.:,
or did not improve. so much, or why teachers rate a particular kind of devc1Gpmnfl
more highly th:n, of ,.:;-tiher certain t_eachers get, better results t Karl

for a particular reason. Such Auestions cannot be answered as .yet -indeed tiioy

only 1.2eginning he asked. Whatever the an,;wers, it is quite clear that formal
knowledge anl systematic analytic techni,lues will play a large part: in their

tion. I am not the person to make suggeStions as to how further:I...rounding in
linguistic principles and procedures might be introduced into a training-prograllune.
I-hope this will he somethini that thi confil,rence will put its mind to. All. T. 11,,p..

to have done in the po::et paper 1:: L:.; that ft:4: tht: mother-Lonlue teacher,

the que..Ition that should be :-'tine; asked is not 'How.little linguistics can we get

away with:' but 'how much linguistics.do we need?'


